In situ Raman spectroscopy: a process analytical technology tool to monitor a de-protection reaction carried out in aqueous solution.
The application of in situ Raman spectroscopy at small scale (maximum 80 mL) during the development of a manufacturing process is disclosed. The reaction was run in aqueous solution between ambient and 100 °C. Raman spectroscopy has proven to be a viable method to track the reaction. Three distinct phases could be followed: dissolution of the starting material, production of a reactive intermediate, and then subsequent conversion of that intermediate to form product. The objective of the work was to confirm the presence of a reactive intermediate and this could only be carried out via in situ spectroscopy as the intermediate was known to be unstable. Toward the end, the reaction passes though several neutralization points and these are consistent with changes in the spectra. Comparison of data obtained at an illumination wavelength of 998 nm with that obtained at 785 nm is also disclosed. The data obtained at shorter wavelength was contaminated by reasonably strong fluorescence, whereas the data obtained at 998 nm was free of fluorescence. An unexpected observation from this work was that the reaction time was much shorter than expected and this work was key in showing that a reduction in batch cycle time was possible during commercial manufacture.